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Phoenix Union High School District No. 210
4502 North Central Avenue

Phoenix, Arizona  85012
 

Equal Opportunity Employer
 

 
    

POSITION TITLE: Glazier, Chief DIVISION: Business/Operations

WORK YEAR: 12 Months DEPARTMENT: Plant Facilities

LOCATION: DSF SALARY SCHEDULE: Support Services
    

 
 
 
DEFINITION:
 
The Glazier performs skilled glazing duties in the maintenance of building and facilities.  Performs job related duties as assigned.
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
 

1.       Re-glaze or repair broken or vandalized windows, door glass and greenhouse panes using the appropriate glazing materials,
including glass, plastics and insulates units; abate asbestos glazing products as necessary.

2.       Cut to pattern, polish edges and fabricate glass plastics, mirrors, metal and glazing materials for special applications such as new
construction, desktops, marquee signs, light lenses, bookstore and snack bar pass-through.

3.       Remove all broken glass from opening requiring coverage.

4.       Use damage resistant materials to protect scoreboards, clock and signs.

5.       Chisel out and re-mortar glass blocks of the appropriate size, pattern, and color in order to replace broken glass blocks.

6.       Design and fabricate the appropriate glazing materials in support of the other trades.

7.       Process/complete work orders, requisitions, vandalism reports, and cost estimates.

8.       Maintain assigned equipment and vehicle.

9.       Maintain stock of inventory; requisition necessary supplies; find obsolete replacement parts or redesign new parts.

POSITION TITLE:          Glazier, Chief
 
 
 
 
QUALIFICATIONS:

1.       High School diploma or GED.

2.       Completion of glazier apprenticeship and five years of subsequent glazier experience.

3.       Knowledge of strengths of glass and glass plastics.

4.       Knowledge of trade-related sections of the building code.

5.       Ability to follow oral and written instruction.

6.       Physical ability to stand turns, stoop, couch, reach, lift, push and climb ladders, scaffold and poles.
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7.       Satisfactory vision and hearing.

8.       Possess valid Arizona driver’s license.
 

 
 
SUPERVISION RECEIVED:
 
 
General Chief as assigned/Craft Chief
 
 
SUPERVISION GIVEN:
 
 
None
 
 

PREPARED BY: REVIEWED BY: REVIEWED BY: JOB NUMBER: EFFECTIVE 
DATE:

PSPC CEA Employee Relations 3233 1/4/99
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